DEBTS   AND   SETTLEMENTS
had obviously produced a deplorable effect on American
opinion. Good understanding with the United States was
the most important issue of all; any man who advised this
country to pursue a policy based on the assumption that
such a conflict was even possible ought to be treated as a
dangerous lunatic. The entente had become an entangle-
ment. Our impartiality and freedom of action must once
again be proclaimed to the world. When Germany asked
for a fulfilment of the Treaty of Versailles would Caesar
send a lie?
Caesar, in the person of Mr. Baldwin, offered bland
assurances. A draft agreement was not a pact. It was now
scrapped, and disarmament must begin all over again. Anglo-
French understanding was essential but it must not be ex-
clusive. Mr. Lloyd George himself had foundered when it
was once temporarily interrupted. We wanted the evacuation
of the Rhineland, but it was useless to walk out alone. He
avoided the various questions Lloyd George had asked by
attacking him for his newspaper articles, from which he
extracted key quotations. They were calculated to offend
France and bring Britain into discredit. He admitted the
misunderstandings between Europe and America. Personal
acquaintance was needed, and better results would follow if
discussions were substituted for dispatches. Although Mac-
Donald could claim that Baldwin had once more avoided the
main points at issue it was obvious that he had once more
taken the sting out of the attack. All MacDonald could do
was to repeat Lloyd George's questions: Were we committed
to France ?—Was it only a try on or was it something more ?
—What did our signature to the Kellogg Pact incur ?—How
were we going to carry it out ? Bad psychology was at the root
of our dilemma. E>o not let us babble so much about security.
The sinister feature of the Government's diplomacy was that
fundamentally it was a war diplomacy. We must take the
risks of being at peace rather than accept the risks of being
half-cock at war.

